
BEES AND
POLLINATION

Bees help plants to grow fruit and 
seeds by transferring pollen.  

Honey bees live in hives, with a 
queen, worker bees and drones.  

They’re super speedy, flying at 
25km per hour. That’s much quicker 
than the average person who can 
run only about 5km per hour.  
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A worker honey bee lives for up to 
six weeks, but the queen can 
survive for up to five years. 

Bees have a great sense of smell 
to help them detect different 
flowers.  
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Bees are a type of insect, a bit like a wasp. They play a big role in taking pollen 
from one flowering plant to another which means that plants can make seeds. 
There are lots of different kinds of bees buzzing around, including the honey bee 
and bumblebee.
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TEACHER NOTES
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Aims 

To learn about the importance of bees. 

Objectives

To learn that bees are helpful and not to be feared.
To use different printing techniques to make some bee art.

Useful links

http://bumblebeeconservation.org/about-us 
http://www.urbanhoneycollective.co.uk/index.htm 

Timing indicator 

Core activity: 40 mins (plus drying time) 
Extension activity: 15 mins

Resources

Honey 
Bread/crackers/yoghurt/other recipe ingredients 
Bubble wrap 
Paint 
Paper 
Black marker pen 

Introduction

Talk about how important bees are. They pollinate trees and flowers ensuring that flowers, fruit and 
vegetables thrive.
Explain that bees only sting when threatened and should be cared for and never killed. If a bee comes 
near you, stay still until it goes and don’t disturb bees as they go about their work.
Look at the difference in appearance between honey bees and bumblebees. 

Development

Look at some pictures of bees and identify the important features – thorax and abdomen, head, 
antennae, wings, pollen basket and sting (pollen basket and sting are present in females only). 
Make a honeycomb print by cutting bubble warp into a rough hive shape. Ask the children to dab on 
paint (or use a roller) in shades of yellow and brown. 
Talk about the colours and how they mix. Press the bubble wrap, paint side down, onto paper and 
leave to dry. 
Ask the children to press their thumb into yellow paint and press on and around the bubble wrap 
print hive to create bees. When dry, use black marker pen to add stripes, wings and antennae.

The bee’s knees



We love hearing all about how schoolchildren are using our resources. You can send us pictures  
and comments to walktoschool@livingstreets.org.uk as well as tweeting us @livingstreets
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Extension activity: Honey tasting

Have a honey-tasting session. Try some honey (local if possible – try to find a local apiarists club or 
urban bee collective) by spreading on small pieces of bread or plain crackers. 
Discuss the taste and the feel of the honey.

At home activity:  Bee-friendly

Explore the walk to school and which areas may be bee-friendly.
Look for where patches of wild flowers might grow and places that bees might nest.

•
•

Curriculum links

England Pupils should be taught to:  

Art:

To use a range of materials creatively to design and make products. 
To use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share their ideas, 
experiences and imagination. 
To develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, 
texture, line, shape, form and space. 
About the work of a range of artists, craft makers and designers, describing the 
differences and similarities between different practices and disciplines, and making 
links to their own work. 

Science – Animals – Y2  

Find out about and describe the basic needs of animals, including humans, for 
survival (water, food and air). 

Seasonal changes – Y2 
Explore and compare the differences between things that are living, dead, and 
things that have never been alive. 
Identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are suited and describe 
how different habitats provide for the basic needs of different kinds of animals and 
plants, and how they depend on each other. 
Identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats, including 
microhabitats. 
Describe how animals obtain their food from plants and other animals, using the 
idea of a simple food chain, and identify and name different sources of food. 

Scotland

•

•

•

•

Sciences 
I can explore examples of food chains and show an appreciation of how animals 
and plants depend on each other for food. SCN 1-02a 

Expressive arts 
I can create and present work using the visual elements of line, shape, form, 
colour, tone, pattern and texture. EXA 1-03a 
I can create and present work that shows developing skill in using the visual 
elements and concepts. EXA 2-03a 
Inspired by a range of stimuli, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts 
and feelings through activities within art and design. EXA 0-05a / EXA 1-05a / 
EXA 2-05 
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•
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Plenary

Recap on what you’ve learnt about bees and make a class bee charter describing how the class plans to 
protect local bees. This could include leaving bees alone, observing bees at work in the summer, planting 
wildflower seeds in neglected areas on school grounds, planning to make or buy a school bee house.


